Efficacy of endoscopic third ventriculostomy in old aged patients with normal pressure hydrocephalus.
Normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH) is a chronic disorder caused by interrupted CSF absorption or flow. Generally, shunt placement is first option for NPH treatment. Due to complications of ventriculo-peritoneal (VP) shunt placement, endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV) can be considered as an alternative treatment option. Here we report the efficacy of ETV especially in old aged patients with normal pressure hydrocephalus. Total 21 old aged patients with communicating hydrocephalus with opening pressure, measured via lumbar puncture, less than 20cm H2O underwent ETV. 15 patients had primary/idiopathic NPH and 6 patients had secondary NPH. All patients were studied with a MRI to observe the flow void at aqueduct and the fourth ventricle outflow. And all of them underwent ETV. In a group with peak velocity was higher than 5cm/s, nine patients (75%) were evaluated was 'favorable' and three of them (25%) was scored 'poor'. In another group with peak velocity less than 5cm/s, three of them were scored 'poor' and two of them were scored 'stable'. None of them was evaluated as 'favorable'. We also evaluated the outcomes according to etiology: 12 patients (80% of the patients with primary NPH) were evaluated with 'favorable' after ETV treatment. Two patients (13.3%) were as 'stable'. And one patient was as 'poor' evaluated. Five patients (83.3%) among patients with secondary NPH were as 'poor' evaluated and one of them was stable and no patient was as 'favorable' evaluated. 4 patients, which was as 'poor' evaluated in the group with the secondary NPH, underwent additional VP shunt implantation. Overall, the outcomes of the group with the idiopathic NPH after ETV treatment were more favorable than of the group with the secondary NPH. Our study suggest that ETV can be effective for selected elderly patients with primary/idiopathic NPH, when they satisfy criteria including positive aqueduct flow void on T2 Sagittal MRI and the aqueductal peak velocity, which is greater than 5cm/s on cine MRI.